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SUMMARY OF THE CASE AND ORAL ARGUMENT 

Enerplus seeks to recover some $2.9 million in erroneous overpayments to 

Wilbur D. Wilkinson (“Mr. Wilkinson”) on an overriding royalty interest ("ORRI") 

in connection with a settlement of litigation between, among others, Mr. Wilkinson 

and Peak North Dakota, LLC.  The settlement included an assignment of an ORRI 

to Mr. Wilkinson and Ervin J. Lee (“Mr. Lee”).  The settlement contracts all contain 

mandatory forum selection agreements requiring all disputes related to the 

settlement be resolved in the North Dakota state or federal courts.  

After the settlement, Enerplus acquired 100% of the membership interests in 

Peak North and subsequently merged Peak North into Enerplus. 

Enerplus made the ORRI payments to Mr. Wilkinson's attorney, Reed 

Soderstrom (“Mr. Soderstrom”), in trust for Wilkinson.  When Enerplus discovered 

the overpayments, it notified Messrs. Wilkinson and Soderstrom, and requested the 

return of the overpayment.  They refused, and Mr. Wilkinson filed suit against 

Enerplus in Tribal Court claiming the money belonged to him.  Enerplus filed this 

action and obtained a preliminary injunction barring the Tribal Court case based on 

the parties’ forum selection agreements.  There is nothing “exceptional” about this 

case.  Parties are bound by their contractual promises and the merger between Peak 

North and Enerplus entitles Enerplus to bring this action. 

Enerplus does not believe that oral argument would be helpful to the Court. 
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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT 

Jurisdiction in the district court was based on 28 U.S.C. § 1332(a).  There is 

complete diversity of citizenship between Plaintiff Enerplus Resources (USA) 

Corporation (“Enerplus”), a Delaware corporation with its principal place of 

business in Colorado and Defendants Mr. Wilkinson, Mr. Soderstrom, the Tribal 

Court and Mr. Lee, all of whom are citizens of North Dakota.  Furthermore, the 

amount in controversy exceeds $75,000 exclusive of interest and costs. 

This Court has appellate jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1292(a)(1). 

The district court’s Order granting Enerplus’s Motion for Preliminary 

Injunction was entered on August 31, 2016.  Wilkinson filed his Notice of Appeal 

on September 19, 2016. 

This Court has jurisdiction to review the grant of a preliminary injunction 

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1292(a)(1).  
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STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES 

1. Are parties bound by their forum selection agreements 

notwithstanding the tribal exhaustion doctrine? 

 FGS Constructors Inc. v. Carlow, 64 F.3d 1230 (8th Cir. 1995) 

 F.T.C. v. Actavis, Inc., 133 S. Ct. 2223 (2013) 

2. Does a successor by merger have standing to enforce a forum 

selection agreement made by the merged entity? 

 8 Delaware Code § 259(a) 

 N.D. Cent. Code Ann. § 10-19.1-102(e), (f) 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

Mr. Wilkinson and Peak North Dakota, LLC ("Peak North"), among others, 

entered a Settlement Agreement, Full Mutual Release, Waiver of Claims and 

Covenant Not to Sue (the “Settlement Agreement”) on October 4, 2010.  In the 

Settlement Agreement, Peak North agreed to assign to Mr. Wilkinson a 0.5% of 

8/8ths overriding royalty interest in certain oil and gas leases in North Dakota located 

on allotted Indian lands within the exterior boundaries of the Fort Berthold Indian 

Reservation, with 10% of Mr. Wilkinson's overriding royalty interest assigned to his 

attorney at the time, Mr. Lee.  (App. p. 42 (b)(i)(2)). 

Pursuant to the Settlement Agreement, Peak North and Messrs. Wilkinson and 

Lee executed an Assignment of Overriding Royalty Interest ("ORRI Assignment") 

dated October 4, 2010 by which Mr. Wilkinson received an 0.45% of 8/8ths 

overriding royalty interest and Mr. Lee received an 0.05% of 8/8ths overriding 

royalty interest in oil and gas leases on lands located within the exterior boundaries 

of the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation.  (App. p. 134). 

Messrs. Lee and Wilkinson also executed "Division Orders" dated October 4, 

2010 in conjunction with the Settlement Agreement and the ORRI Assignment.  

(App. pp. 151-159, 166-174). 

The Settlement Agreement, ORRI Assignment and Division Orders all have 

forum selection agreements stating that any disputes arising under the contracts 
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and/or the transactions contemplated by the contracts be resolved in either State 

Court or Federal Court in North Dakota.  (App. pp. 47-48, 135, 152, 167.). 

In December of 2010, Enerplus acquired 100% of the membership interests in 

Peak North and subsequently merged the two entities with Enerplus remaining the 

surviving entity.   

Between August 2014 and October 2015, Enerplus overpaid the overriding 

royalties due to Messrs. Wilkinson and Lee by $2,961,511.15.  The payments were 

made to Mr. Soderstrom in trust for Messrs. Wilkinson and Lee.  Enerplus demanded 

the return of the money.  In response, Mr. Wilkinson filed suit against Enerplus in 

Three Affiliated Tribes Fort Berthold Reservation District Court (“Tribal Court”) on 

February 29, 2016, asserting claims for an Accounting and for Quiet Title of the 

Overriding Royalty Interest to substantiate the overpayment. (App. pp. 176-79).  

Because of Messrs. Wilkinson’s and Soderstrom’s refusal to return the 

overpayment, and consistent with the parties’ forum selection agreements, 

Enerplus brought the action below on May 4, 2016, and, pursuant to Rule 65(a) 

of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, filed a Motion for Preliminary 

Injunction.   

In its Order dated August 31, 2016, the district court granted the motion and 

enjoined Wilkinson from prosecuting any lawsuits in Tribal Court arising from or 

related to the Settlement Agreement, the ORRI Assignment, and/or the Division 
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Orders, as well as prohibiting the Tribal Court from exercising jurisdiction over 

Enerplus in Mr. Wilkinson's present case against it, and ordering Mr. Soderstrom to 

transfer the excess money into the Court.    

Mr. Wilkinson and Mr. Soderstrom (collectively “Wilkinson”) filed a 

Notice of Appeal on September 16, 2016, and moved for a stay pending appeal in 

regards to depositing the excess monies.  On October 6, 2016, the district court 

denied Wilkinson's request for a stay, and Mr. Soderstrom deposited the excess 

monies into the Court.  
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SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 

Wilkinson appeals the district court’s Order granting Enerplus a preliminary 

injunction: 1) enjoining Mr. Wilkinson from pursuing any action in Tribal Court 

case arising from the Settlement Agreement, including the ORRI Assignment and/or 

the Division Orders which are part of the Settlement Agreement; 2) barring the 

Tribal Court from exercising jurisdiction over Enerplus in the Tribal Court case; and 

3) ordering Mr. Soderstrom to deposit the overpayment into the district court’s 

Registry (“Order”).

Specifically, Wilkinson challenges the district court’s Order that the parties’ 

forum selection agreements in three separate contracts control over the tribal 

exhaustion doctrine, and that Enerplus has standing to assert those agreements.1

Because the district court was correct with respect to both of those issues, the entry 

of the Preliminary Injunction should be affirmed by this Court. 

1 Although Wilkinson complains that he requested but did not receive a copy of the 
Merger Agreement or the Bureau of Indian Affairs (“BIA”) Lease Merger and 
Assignment approval form, (Brief at 5), none of those issues are before this Court.  
There has been no discovery below and the district court has issued no orders 
regarding discovery which could be the basis of an appeal.
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ARGUMENT 

I. The District Court Considered the Tribal Sovereignty Argument and 
Rejected it in Light of the Parties’ Forum Selection Agreements and the 
Controlling Law of this Circuit.   

Wilkinson contends that “Congress has been committed to a policy of 

supporting Tribal self-government and self-determination,” (Brief at 10), and that 

generally “[t]he Tribal Court must be afforded opportunities to determine its own 

jurisdiction, especially when the situation concerns reservation lands.”  Id. at 11.  He 

then argues that the district court “failed to consider the public interest in Tribal 

Sovereignty and self-determination over lands within its exterior boundaries.”  Id. at 

8.  Wilkinson not only overstates Congressional intent and the state of the law 

regarding Tribal Court jurisdiction, but he also mischaracterizes the district court’s 

Order and what the district court considered. 

First, “absent express authorization by federal statute or treaty, tribal 

jurisdiction over the conduct of nonmembers exists only in limited circumstances.”  

Strate v. A-1 Contractors, 520 U.S. 438, 445, 117 S.Ct. 1404, 137 L.Ed.2d 661 

(1997) (citing Montana v. United States, 450 U.S. 544, 101 S.Ct. 1245, 67 L.Ed.2d 

493 (1981).  For a tribal court to retain jurisdiction over a claim involving a 

nonmember, the claim must fall within the parameters of one of the two exceptions 

established in Montana v. United States, 450 U.S. 544, 565-66 (1981). See Strate at

456-57.  

Second, the Montana analysis is immaterial and exhaustion of tribal court 
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remedies is unnecessary when the parties have contracted for a nontribal forum.  “By 

this forum selection clause, the Tribe agreed that disputes need not be litigated in 

tribal court.”  FGS Constructors Inc. v. Carlow, 64 F.3d 1230, 1233 (8th Cir. 1995).  

It is an established rule in the Eighth Circuit that parties may waive tribal court 

jurisdiction and compliance with the tribal exhaustion doctrine through a forum 

selection agreement.  Id.  In FGS, this Court reversed the district court’s grant of a 

motion to dismiss the claims of FGS on the grounds of the tribal exhaustion doctrine, 

holding as follows: 

We do not agree with the district court’s determination that FGS must 

first exhaust its remedies in the tribal court.  The contracting parties 

agreed that a plaintiff could sue either in the federal district court of 

South Dakota (a court of competent jurisdiction) or in the tribal court.  

By this forum selection clause, the tribe agreed that disputes need not 

be litigated in tribal court. 

Id.  That rule applies even more strongly here, where the parties did not include 

Tribal Court as a possible forum.   

Third, in granting the preliminary injunction, the district court considered all 

four factors it is required to consider under Dataphase Systems, Inc. v. C. L. Systems, 

Inc., 640 F.2d 109 (8th Cir. 1981), and correctly concluded the following: “The tribal 

exhaustion doctrine does not apply when the contracting parties have included a 

forum selection clause in their agreement.”  Order, Addendum to Opening Brief 

(“Add.”) at 9.  The district court went on to note that it is “clear from the record that 
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every party to the dispute agreed to the forum selection clauses at issue.”  Id.  The 

district court’s conclusion, based on and consistent with FGS, stated that “exhaustion 

of tribal court remedies is not required when a valid forum selection clause provides 

for disputes to be litigated elsewhere.”  Id.  The district court then recognized that 

“the public has an interest in protecting the freedom to contract by enforcing 

contractual rights and obligations.”   Id. at 11.  Accordingly, it is clear that the district 

court has considered and balanced the tribal court’s interest in retaining jurisdiction 

with the more general public interest in holding parties to their contractual promises. 

Wilkinson argues that this is “an unusual case” which justifies an exception 

to the enforcement of the parties’ forum selection agreement.  Brief at 10.  His 

argument relies on National Farmers Union Ins. Cos. v. Crow Tribe of Indians, 471 

U.S. 845 (1985) and Duncan Energy Co. v. Three Affiliated Tribes, 27 F.3d 1294 

(8th Cir. 1994).  However, that reliance is misplaced.  In neither of those cases did 

the parties make a forum selection agreement, let alone a forum selection agreement 

requiring all suits to be filed in state or federal court.  Wilkinson offers no other 

explanation for why this is an unusual case.   

There is simply no basis for departing from the sound jurisprudence and policy 

that binds parties to their forum selection agreements notwithstanding the tribal 

exhaustion doctrine.  Indeed, in FGS, this Court squarely addressed that comity issue 

arising from the intersection of a forum selection clause and the tribal exhaustion 
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doctrine, and held that in light of the forum selection clause, the district court “had 

no significant comity reason to defer this Miller Act litigation first to the tribal 

court.”  FGS Constructors, Inc., 64 F.3d at 1232.  To hold otherwise would render 

contractual promises, particularly those made in settlement contracts, meaningless, 

casting significant doubt on the enforceability of settlement contracts designed to 

end litigation.  If parties to such contracts cannot rely on the enforceability of the 

mutual promises made therein, parties will be discouraged from entering into such 

contracts, making settlement of litigation far less likely, which is contrary to the 

strong federal policy favoring settlement of disputes.  See F.T.C. v. Actavis, Inc., 133 

S. Ct. 2223, 2230 (2013) (acknowledging that public policy favors the settlement of 

disputes rather than litigation); United States v. Singer Mfg. Co., 374 U.S. 174, 199, 

83 S. Ct. 1773, 1786, 10 L. Ed. 2d 823 (1963) (there is a “general policy favoring 

settlement of litigation.”). 

Accordingly, the entry of the preliminary injunction was proper and should be 

affirmed here. 

II. As Successor by Merger, Enerplus Has Standing To Enforce the Forum 
Selection Clause. 

Wilkinson contends that “[w]hen Peak North merged with Enerplus, the 

assignment of the Indian lands and minerals needed to be approved by the Secretary 

of the Interior.”  Brief at 11-12.  He then states that the district court “failed to even 

consider this in its Order.”  Brief at 12.  Wilkinson is incorrect on both counts.
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Wilkinson assumes incorrectly that there was an assignment of the leases 

subject to the overriding royalty interest from Peak North to Enerplus, and then 

argues that those assumed assignments were not properly approved by the BIA.  In 

fact, Enerplus acquired 100% of the membership interests in Peak North and 

subsequently, effective December 31, 2010, the two entities merged with Enerplus 

remaining the surviving entity.  That merger is documented by a Certificate of 

Merger issued by the Delaware Secretary of State, (App. pp. 275-277), establishing 

that Peak North merged with and into Enerplus Resources (USA) Corporation.  The 

Certificate of Merger is not an assignment document and in fact negates any need 

for an assignment as a matter of law. 

Under both Delaware and North Dakota law, Enerplus is the statutory 

successor and legal equivalent to Peak North for purposes related to Wilkinson 

enforcing any rights or obligations under the Settlement Agreement or transactions 

contemplated therein.  See 8 Delaware Code § 259(a) ("all rights of creditors and all 

liens upon any property of any of said constituent corporations shall be preserved 

unimpaired, and all debts, liabilities and duties of the respective constituent 

corporations shall thenceforth attach to said surviving or resulting corporation, and 

may be enforced against it to the same extent as if said debts, liabilities and duties 

had been incurred or contracted by it"); see also N.D. Cent. Code Ann. § 10-19.1-

102(2)(f) ("surviving organization is responsible and liable for all the liabilities and 
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obligations of each of the constituent organizations").  

Similarly, upon the merger Enerplus succeeded by operation of law to the 

property rights of Peak North. 8 Delaware Code § 259(a) ("all property shall be 

vested in the corporation surviving or resulting from such merger; and all property 

and every other interest shall be thereafter as effectually the property of the 

surviving or resulting corporation"); see also N.D. Cent. Code Ann. § 10-19.1-

102(2)(e)(1) (when merger becomes effective, "[a]ll property and every other 

interest of each of the constituent organizations vests in the surviving organization 

without any further act or deed") (emphasis added). 

Thus, contrary to Wilkinson’s argument, the merger obviated any need for 

an assignment of any lease or other assets, so there is no basis for Wilkinson’s 

assumption or argument Enerplus has no standing to rely on the Settlement 

Agreement because an assignment occurred without BIA approval.   

Enerplus made these same arguments below.  (App. pp. 301-2.)  The district 

court ruled on them as follows: “Nor is there any merit to the Defendants’ 

argument that the merger of Peak North and Enerplus somehow invalidated the 

Settlement Agreement.”  Add. at 8.  Thus, Wilkinson’s other assumption – that the 

district court failed to consider these matters – is equally baseless. 

Wilkinson’s final argument, which goes well beyond the scope of his 

appeal, is as follows: 
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Enerplus has claimed that the BIA has waived such requirements for its 

shut-in wells but has failed to produce any evidence of a waiver.  (App. 

Pp. 278,279).  Further, the Mineral Lease does not allow producing 

wells to be shut-in.  (App. P. 285).  This is yet another breach of the 

BIA Mineral Lease Agreement that binds every producing well on the 

Fort Berthold Indian Reservation and has merit for all actions occurring 

on and in regards to the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation. 

Brief at 12. 

The merits of Wilkinson’s assertions of breach have not been decided by the 

district court and therefore are not properly before this Court.  Moreover, whether or 

not Enerplus has claimed a waiver by the BIA or improperly shut-in producing wells 

was not a basis for the preliminary injunction.  Therefore, this last argument by 

Wilkinson is outside the scope of this appeal. 

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, the districts court’s Order was correct.  

Accordingly, it should be affirmed by this Court. 

Dated this 20th day of December, 2016.

FOX ROTHSCHILD, LLC. BY:  
/s/ Neal S. Cohen
Neal S. Cohen 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Enerplus 
Resources (USA) Corporation 
1225 17th Street, Suite 2200 
Denver, CO 80202 
Tel: (303)292-1200 
ncohen@foxrothschild.com 
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